
 

Kirk Cadrette Animation Reel Breakdown 
 

1. “MXM A Hero Returns”    Animation of Hero, Layout, Lighting and Rig fixes. 
 

2. “Legend of Tembo test”      Animation and Layout of all Elephants, Zebras, Wildebeests, 
Giraffes and Ibis as well as Modeling and Rigging of the bug.  

 
3. “Dodge Cage Reveal”         Animation of Hell Cat and props as well as Rig fixes.  

 
4. “Meet Dave”                        Animation of Eddie Murphy, Gabrielle Union and the wiper blade 

as well as Layout. 
 

5.  “300”                                   Animation of running and impaled warriors in background, 
Animation of Heroes swords and spears flying by, Layout and lighting of dead bodies. 

 
6. “X-men Last Stand”           Animation of Colossus tossing Wolverine into the air. 

 
7. “Seeker”                               Animation of ravens. 

 
8. “Samsung Blackjack”         Animation and Rigging of dealer shuffling. 

 
9. “Nike Pro Combat”             Animation of players head and arms, Layout and Lighting of 

crowd and stadium. 
 

10. “Ford Mondeo”                   Animation of zebra. 
 

11. “Dodge Cage Reveal”         Animation of Hell Cat and props. 
 

12. “ESPN NFL”                       Animation and Layout of camera, pillars, grass clods, football, 
metal chunks, as well as Previs animation and Edit. 

 
13. “Ford Mondeo”                   Animation of gymnast skeleton. 

 
14. “Sprint Domino”                 Animation and Rigging of trains. 

 
15. “Sprint Domino”                 Animation and Rigging of planes and rocket. 

 
16. “300”                                     Animation, Rigging, Modeling, Look development, and Lighting 

of neck stump, shoulders and cape.  Layout and Lighting of dead bodies. 
 

17. “Manta Canopy”                 Animation and Rigging of mantas, corals, fish, as well as Lighting 
for a 300m x 100m overhead canopy entrance into Chimelong theme park China.  

 
18. “Avatar”                               Animation of floating background people. 

 
19.  “Ford Mondeo”                  Animation of eagle and manta ray. 

 



 

20. “Mercury Attraction”         Animation, Rigging, Look development, and Lighting of metal 
shards, car interior and drivetrain.  Designed a procedural boolean shader to reveal car.  

 
21. “Lucky Charms”                 Animation and Rigging of the dinosaur. 

 
22. “Cinnamon Toast Crunch”Animation and Rigging. 

 
23. “Pods”                                  Animation, Rigging and Look development of stroller. 

 
24. “X-men”                               Animation of Colossus, Rogue, Wolverine's face and debris. 

 
25. “2012”                                  Animation, Rigging and Lighting of statue crumbling apart and 

trees uprooting. 
 

26. “Pods”                                  Animation and Rigging of truck transforming into a house. 
 

27. “Kool-Aid”                          Animation and Lighting of Kool-aid man on skate ramp. 
 

28. “Lucky Charms”                Animation and Rigging of the dinosaur. 
 

29. “Character study 1”           Animation of Tembo as well as idea. 
 

30. “Character study 2”           Animation of Tembo as well as idea. 
 


